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Instructions. 
 

Intended use. 

The Feed trolley is designed to store / transport / lifting equipment in the industry, indoor and 

outdoor. 

  

Inspection and maintenance. Feed trolley without lifting lugs. 

Annual control feed trolley, that it is intact and that its wheels are firmly attached. Also check 

that the trolley is not exposed to abnormal wear and corrosive attacks. 

 

Inspection and maintenance. Feed trolley with lifting lugs. 

The trolley shall be controlled twice a year. Make sure that no notches or deformations 

occurred somewhere, special inspection of the lifting lugs and its fittings. 

At any deformation must not the trolley be used for any additional lifts. 

Also check that the trolley is not exposed to abnormal wear and corrosive attacks. 

 

 

Feed trolley. 

 

1) Feed trolley.  

400 l. (200 l, 300 l.) 

 

2) Lifting lugs x 4.  

Max load 400 kg. 

(Can be delivered without the 

lifting lugs) 

 

3) Fixed castors x 2. 

 

4) Swivel castors x 2.  

(Can be delivered with only one 

swivel castor.) 
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Declaration of conformity 
Machinery Directive Annex 2A.  

This declaration of conformity is only for the machine / product as it is supplied, not any 

additions or changes made by the customer / user. 

 

 

Manufacturer: 

 

Konga Mekaniska Verkstad AB 

Dång 2, SE 362 93 Tingsryd 

+46(0)10-130 66 00 www.kongamek.se 

  

 

Hereby declare that 
Machine/Product: 

Type:  

No: 

Feed trolley 400, 300, 200 litres. 

Feed trolley 

KM143xxx + KM143000L 

 

Meets the essential health and safety requirements of following directives and 

regulations: 
 

Machinery directive 2006/42/EG.  

According to Article 1: d) lifting accessories. 

According to Article 5: d) Annex 2A.  

 

 

Meets in full or in part the requirements of following standards and / or specifications. 
SS-EN 13155+A2:2009 (E). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: place: 2012-03-06  Konga 

 

Signature: 

 

 

Printed name:  Paul Haglund 

 
 


